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I. SUBSCRIPTION REVENUE COIN - SRVC. SUBSCRIPTION TOKEN.
The subscription token (SRVC) is a token that can be exchanged for an RVC token in
the future. The RVC token and the related Revenue project have been described in
detail in the White Paper and in the materials posted at https://revcoin.io.
The purpose of generating an SRVC token is to enable the acquisition of the right to
an RVC token (subscription to an RVC token) through a decentralized exchange.
The use of blockchain technology in this area entails unrestricted access to
purchase a token from anywhere, at any time, at any price and using generally
available tools and services such as MetaMask wallets or the PancakeSwap
exchange.

II. USE OF BLOCKCHAIN AND DEFI TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
SUBSCRIPTION TOKEN.
The subscription token is one of the elements of the rapidly developing
decentralized finance services (DeFi) and is part of the trend of lifting restrictions on
the use of financial services. The subscription token mechanism allows access to the
Revenue project to people who want to join it already in the private sale phase,
before issuing the coin to the public. At the same time, thanks to the provided
liquidity, the buyer of SRVC tokens has control over them and can sell or transfer
the coins immediately after the purchase from wallet to wallet.

III. WHAT PROBLEMS SRVC IS SOLVING.
Thanks to the use of blockchain technology, the SRVC token as a subscription token
solves many problems related to the availability, liquidity and control of your own
investments. The main problems that the SRVC token solves include:
Limited access to investing due to country or place of residence (SRVC tokens
can be purchased from anywhere in the world).
Limited access to private offers due to the high amount of investment (SRVC
tokens can be purchased for any amount).
Limited access to investments due to the inability to make a traditional bank
transfer and/or too high fees for transfers (SRVC tokens can be purchased for
cryptocurrencies, and the entire transaction is cheap and takes a few seconds).
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Freezing of funds for the period between the registration of tokens and the
introduction of tokens to the market (SRVC tokens can be swaped and sold
immediately after purchase).
Lack of control over the investment until the tokens are generated and the
inability to assign their rights under the token purchase agreement (the SRVC
token is stored in the owner's individual wallet and immediately available to sell
or transfer after the purchase).
No access to blocked tokens - vesting. SRVC tokens are not subject to vesting,
you can fully dispose of all purchased tokens.

IV. WHY YOU SHOULD BUY SRVC.
SRVC tokens allow a wide range of users to participate in the Revenue project. By
purchasing SRVC tokens, you support young companies and benefit from their
development on the rapidly growing cryptocurrency and blockchain market. The
blockchain revolution can be easily compared to the revolution brought by the
Internet. The investment in young companies in the industry can be compared to
investing in internet companies twenty years ago. In addition, the unique formula of
the subscription token means that involvement in the Revenue project can be
carried out completely digitally, without complicated contracts, paper documents
and confirmations. Therefore, you can quickly and safely allocate part of your
cryptocurrencies to the development of modern services. The use of blockchain for
this purpose brings the same advantages as anonymity, availability and digital
control. You will be able to sell or transfer the tokens to any wallet immediately after
purchase, maintaining full control over your property. An additional advantage of
purchasing SRVC is trading it on the PancakeSwap exchange, where you can follow
the value of your investment every day. Unlike tokens purchased in a private offer,
SRVC tokens ensure full exchangeability for RVC tokens without vesting. Thanks to
this, after the exchange, you will have immediate access to all your RVC tokens. The
number of subscription tokens available for purchase is limited, so not everyone will
be able to purchase them. The lower investment amount, full liquidity and
convertibility of the token immediately after purchase, no vesting, and the
guaranteed liquidity and minimum price of the token justify its attractiveness and
price on the markets.

V. THE SRVC TOKEN MECHANISM.
Trading the SRVC token is possible on the PancakeSwap exchange and its price
reflects the demand and supply. In order to fulfill the basic objective of enabling the
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acquisition of SRVC by investors interested in the Revenue project, the following
rules were introduced.
Convertibility.
The SRVC token will be convertible to the RVC token in a 1: 1 ratio. After the
exchange, the SRVC token will be burned. The contract enabling the exchange will
be introduced with the launch of the RVC token.
Liquidity.
In order to ensure liquidity on the exchange, Revenue Capital will run a Liquidity
Pool with a value of no less than 10% of the SRVC tokens held by the community.
The Liquidity Pool will be run on the SRVC / BNB pair at least in the period from the
SRVC release date to the RVC token generation date.
The principle of a minimum price.
In order to protect investors in the period from the release of SRVC to the date of
generating RVC tokens, Revenue Capital will purchase SRVC in such a way that the
average 10-day sale price of the SRVC token on the PancakeSwap exchange is not
lower than the equivalent of USD 0.0088.
The principle of limited influence on the price.
The SRVC token will be available to a wide range of users. Along with the growing
interest, the Liquidity Pool will also grow, allowing for smooth trading of tokens.
Increasing the Liquidity Pool does not affect the price of the token because it takes
place at its current rate. Taking care of the interests of the community, Revenue
Capital will market the tokens in such a way that it has the least possible impact on
the price change.

VI. HOW TO PURCHASE AN SRVC TOKEN.
To buy SRVC, you need to connect a cryptocurrency wallet such as MetaMask or
Trust Wallet to Pancakeswap.finance and deposit the BNB cryptocurrency on it.
PancakeSwap is a decentralized exchange for BEP-20 tokens like SRVC based on
Binance Smart Chain.
Trust Wallet and MetaMask are multi-currency wallets that support Binance Smart
Chain tokens such as SRVC. These wallets can be downloaded and installed for free
on PC, iOS or Android, making them an easily accessible option for novice investors
as well. After setting up an account, investors will be able to buy and sell SRVC.
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If you use the MetaMask wallet and want to add the Binance Smart Chain network,
follow
the
instructions:
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/connectingmetamask-to-binance-smart-chain
If you use Trust Wallet or MetaMask to store SRVC tokens, you can trade, sell or
convert SRVC tokens directly from your wallet.

VII. THE PREMIERE AND SCHEDULE RELATED TO THE SRVC TOKEN.
The premiere of the SRVC token will take place on September 6, 2021 at 12:00 GMT.
From now on, you can buy tokens for your wallet and trade them on the
PancakeSwap exchange. On December 6, 2021, the RVC token and the contract will
be launched, which will enable the exchange of SRVC with RVC in a 1: 1 ratio. From
now on, you can exchange your tokens for RVC at any time or keep them in your
wallet

VIII. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
What is SRVC?
SRVC is an RVC subscription token. After creating the RVC token, you will be able to
convert SRVC to RVC in a 1: 1 ratio. It was created by Revenue Capital and is
tradeable on the Binance Smart Chain.
Why should I buy SRVC?
You can buy SRVC by investing any amount, and you will have the purchased
tokens in your wallet right away. You don't have to wait for TGE. Purchased SRVC
tokens are not subject to vesting. You can start trading them immediately after
purchasing them.
Where can I store SRVC?
You can store SRVC tokens on your own crypto wallet in the Binance Smart Chain.
On which blockchain is SRVC issued?
SRVC was created on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) blockchain.
When will SRVC launch?
SRVC launches on September 6, 2021 at 12:00 GMT.
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How can I buy SRVC?
You can buy SRVC tokens on the PancakeSwap decentralized exchange.
Who can buy the SRVC token?
Anyone who owns a BNB and a crypto wallet on the BSC network.
Can I buy the SRVC token with Bitcoin or Ethereum?
As SRVC is generated on the Binance Smart Chain network, Revenue Capital
ensures its liquidity against BNB and in this cryptocurrency it is best to trade the
SRVC token. Ethereum and Bitcoin can be easily exchanged for BNB.
Can the SRVC token price rise?
Yes, the price depends on the supply and demand. The more people buy SRVC, the
higher the price.
Are there any restrictions on the purchase or sale of the SRVC token?
There are no restrictions, anyone can buy and sell the SRVC token.
Can I sell the SRVC token immediately after purchase?
Yes, you can sell SRVC tokens at any time on a decentralized exchange (eg
PancakeSwap).
Can I trade SRVC tokens 24 hours a day?
Yes, you can trade the SRVC token 24 hours a day.
How many SRVC tokens have been created?
200,000,000 SRVC tokens were minted. All tokens that will not be sold on
PancakeSwap exchange before generating the RVC token will be burned.
How does Revenue Capital provide liquidity to SRVC tokens?
Revenue Capital created the Liquidity Pool on the PancakeSwap decentralized
exchange and added the appropriate amount of SRVC and BNB tokens to it.
Revenue Capital may enlarge the Liquidity Pool in the future by adding SRVC and
BNB to it in a 50:50 ratio in line with the current market price (increasing the
Liquidity Pool does not change the price).
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Will Revenue Capital sell SRVC tokens on or off the exchange?
The purpose of issuing SRVC tokens is to enable the acquisition of SRVC tokens by a
wide group of investors via the PancakeSwap exchange while respecting the laws
of supply and demand that affect the price. Revenue Capital will not sell tokens
outside the exchange, and with the growing number of tokens in circulation, it will
increase the value of the Liquidity Pool so that trading on PancakeSwap can be
carried out smoothly.
What determines the price of the SRVC token on the exchange?
The price of SRVC depends on the ratio of BNB to SRVC in the Liquidity Pool. If
investors buy SRVC, the price goes up. If investors sell SRVC, the SRVC price drops.
What will be the size of the Liquidity Pool in the market?
Not less than 10% of SRVC tokens sold.
Will SRVC tokens issued on BSC be exchangeable for RVC tokens on Ethereum?
Yes, after creating the token, RVC Revenue Capital will create a bridge and transfer
some of the RVC tokens to the BSC blockchain. Then it will create a smart contract
that will allow you to swap SRVC with RVC in a 1: 1 ratio. RVC tokens can be freely
transferred between blockchains.
What will be the ratio of SRVC token exchange to RVC token?
1: 1. One SRVC token can be exchanged for one RVC token.
When will the final RVC token be generated?
December 6, 2021.
How many tokens can I buy?
You can buy any quantity of SRVC. The only limitation is the number of tokens
available in the Liquidity Pool. Revenue Capital will replenish the Liquidity Pool so
that the amount of SRVC is at least 10% of the tokens available on community
wallets.
What cryptocurrency can I exchange SRVC for?
You can exchange SRVC tokens for BNB.
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What happens if I don't swap SRVC for RVC on time?
If you do not want to exchange SRVC tokens for RVC, you can leave them on your
wallet and trade them on decentralized exchanges.
What will be the deadline for replacing SRVC with RVC?
You can convert SRVC to RVC at any time after the Revenue Capital conversion
smart contract is made public. It will have at least as much RVC as SRVC. They will
never run out.
What happens if RVC tokens are not created?
If no RVC tokens are produced, the SRVC token will remain in circulation. Revenue
Capital is committed to providing liquidity in the Liquidity Pool in such a way that
the 10-day average selling price of the token will not be less than $ 0.0088.
How will it be possible to exchange SRVC for a final token (RVC)?
Revenue Capital will create a special smart contract in which it will be possible to
convert SRVC to RVC in a 1: 1 ratio. A smart contract will have at least the same RVC
as the total supply of SRVC at the time the contract is created. Smart contract
address and information on how to do it will be available on the revenuecoin.io
website.
What address does the SRVC token have?
The SRVC contract address will be announced on launch on the SRVC website.
Will the change to the final token be without vesting?
Yes, both the SRVC tokens and the RVC tokens you get after the swap are not
vested.
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IX. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TOKEN.
Number of issued SRVC tokens: 200,000,000 (max suply).
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain.
Token standard: BEP-20 (ERC20 compliant token).
Additional features of the token: Burning (a smart contract that allows you to
convert the SRVC token to RVC will burn the SRVC token after the conversion is
performed).
The market where the Liquidity Pool will be created: PancakeSwap.
Estimated volume of Liquidity Pool: no less than 10% of the tokens traded.
Token Release Date: September 6, 2021.

X. LEGAL INFORMATION.
The SRVC token is not associated with any issuer and does not contain any
obligation to pay for the issuance of tokens or the right to derive profits, income,
revenues, etc. The principles of operation of SRVC are different from the definition
of a security and the principles of operation of security type financial tokens. SRVC
does not represent any right to any property, revenue or other assets of the
enterprise. The user of tokens may exchange them for services or resell them to
other persons or entities.
SRVC as a digital contract based on Blockchain technology is available without
restrictions in every corner of the world. Different countries have different
approaches to laws governing cryptocurrencies and Blockchain technology. Before
purchasing digital tokens, each buyer should make sure that such activity is allowed
in his country. The Revenue Capital company, which oversees the operation of the
Revenue ecosystem, is based in Georgia and is subject to Georgian law, according
to which cryptocurrency trading and the use of blockchain technology are
permitted and legal.

